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Abstract— Human manipulation activity recognition is an
important yet challenging task in robot imitation. In this paper,
we introduce, for the first time, a novel method for semantic
decomposition and recognition of continuous human manipula-
tion activities by using on-line learned individual manipulation
models. Solely based on the spatiotemporal interactions between
objects and hands in the scene, the proposed framework
can parse not only sequential and concurrent (overlapping)
manipulation streams but also basic primitive elements of each
detected manipulation. Without requiring any prior object
knowledge, the framework can furthermore extract object-like
scene entities that are performing the same role in the detected
manipulations. The framework was evaluated on our new
egocentric activity dataset which contains 120 different samples
of 8 single atomic manipulations (e.g. Cutting and Stirring) and
20 long and complex activity demonstrations such as “making
a sandwich” and “preparing a breakfast”. We finally show that
parsed manipulation actions can be imitated by robots even in
various scene contexts with novel objects.

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding continuous human action sequences is of
great interest in computer vision and robotics. Conventional
approaches essentially apply motion pattern analyses and
appearance-based feature matching methods for automatic
temporal segmentation and monitoring of human actions.
Here, we go beyond this by introducing a novel method that
relies only on the spatiotemporal interactions between the ex-
isting objects in the scene and allows manipulation sequence
modeling, segmentation, recognition, as well as manipulation
object categorization to be used in robot imitation, all in the
same coherent Semantic Event Chain framework.

“Semantic Event Chains” (SECs) were introduced in [1] as
a possible encoding scheme for manipulation actions. From
a visual input stream, the SEC framework extracts sequences
of changes between the spatial relations of the objects and
hands in the scene. SECs store these descriptive change-
patterns, which remain the same for a given manipulation
type even when there are large variations in trajectory, pose,
velocity, and objects. Thus, SECs can be used to classify
manipulations as well as to categorize manipulated objects,
as shown earlier in [1], [2].

In this paper we expand the approach by showing how: (a)
semantic action models can be on-line learned from observa-
tion in a grounded and unsupervised way without requiring
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prior action knowledge; (b) the semantic information embed-
ded in the event chains of long and complex manipulation
activities (e.g. “preparing a breakfast”) can be used to parse
atomic actions (e.g. cutting or stirring) performed either
sequentially or concurrently; (c) combinatorial explosions
in the manipulation recognition and object categorization
phases can be avoided by excluding the object recognition
step; (d) semantically important entities (e.g. manipulators)
common to all manipulation actions can be identified also
in a model free way. Moreover, we show that extracted
semantic action models can be further employed for imitating
parsed human demonstrated manipulations with robots even
in various scene contexts. The general idea of employing
the semantics for manipulation analysis has a well grounded
theoretical background which has been deeply investigated
in [3] by using 26 different manipulation types.

Fig. 1 depicts the block diagram of our approach. The
main inputs for the framework are image streams captured
from human demonstrated manipulation activities. Each ob-
ject in the recorded RGB-D image stream is uniquely seg-
mented and separately tracked by employing the method
from [4]. Spatiotemporal interactions between tracked image
segments are further encoded with the concept of SECs
[1]. The main contribution of our paper, as indicated by
a dashed line in Fig. 1, is the semantic decomposition
and recognition of the encoded long manipulation activities
using previously learned SEC models. For this purpose,
the extracted SEC representation of a long activity is first
scanned to estimate the manipulator and manipulated objects,
i.e. hand and knife, without employing any visual feature-
based object recognition method. Based on the interactions
between the hand and objects, the SEC is partitioned into
fragments to extract serial and parallel manipulation streams.
Each parsed manipulation stream is compared with model
SECs in the recognition process. SEC models, stored in
the library, are learned in an on-line unsupervised fashion
using the semantics of manipulations derived from a given
set of training data in order to create a large vocabulary of
single atomic manipulations. Finally, learned SEC models
are employed for reproducing detected manipulations with
robots by using the method in [5].

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the algorithm.
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II. STATE OF THE ART

There is a large corpus of work in both temporal decom-
position [6], [7], [8] and recognition [9], [10], [11] of actions
in computer vision and robotics. Most of the previous works
in action recognition [12], [13], [14] consider only intrinsic
hand configurations or body movements (e.g. walking or
running) as the main features. To date, there are only a few
approaches [15], [9], [10], [16], [11] attempting to reach the
semantics of manipulation actions (e.g. pushing or cutting)
in conjunction with the manipulated objects.

The work in [7] introduced a probabilistic graphical model
with additional substructure transition and discriminative
boundary models to tackle the problem of continuous action
segmentation and recognition. An unsupervised hierarchical
bottom-up framework was presented in [8] for temporal
partitioning of human motion into disjoint segments. Such
approaches are based on bottom-up continuous motion pat-
terns which, however, have high variability in each individual
demonstration of an action. Therefore, these methods require
fully labeled large training data and suffer from the gener-
alization problem in the case of having limited amount of
training data. The computational complexity, as seen in [8],
also limits their applicability to long activities.

The recent work in [6] proposed an event parsing approach
based on stochastic event grammar by employing binary
spatial relations (e.g. touch or near) between objects and
agents in the scene. This approach heavily relies on the semi-
supervised object recognition results to infer intended ac-
tions. A 4D spatiotemporal human-object interaction model
was proposed in [17] in order to relate human pose and
object in 3D space. Although approaches in [15], [9], [10],
[11] consider interactions between objects and hands in
manipulation activities, they are not suitable for detecting
and recognizing parallel (e.g. overlapping) action streams
since the applied models can only assign one label to each
parsed action segment. The work in [16] stores the entire
manipulation stream in a single and large activity graph. This
method is rather for short lasting actions and difficulty of
finding exact graph isomorphisms in the resulting complex
structure makes this framework expensive and sensitive to
noise. In contrast to HMM-based generative approaches,
as seen in [14], the SEC framework obeys the Markovian
assumption with the difference that all states, i.e. columns
of SECs, are observable and represent topological changes
in the scene.

To our best knowledge, our work is the first study that ap-
plies semantic reasoning to decompose chained manipulation
activities and to recognize embedded sequential and parallel
manipulations in conjunction with the manipulated objects
without employing prior object knowledge. The theoretical
background for the idea of using touching (or grasping)
event sequences, as encoded in SECs, had been analyzed
independently by two different groups [3], [18], who showed
that such sequences can be considered as an action grammar
very similar to that found in human language. These works
form the scientific grounding of our approach.

III. METHOD

In the following, we provide detailed descriptions of the
different algorithmic steps shown in Fig. 1.

A. Manipulation Observation

Since the proposed framework focuses on the spatiotempo-
ral interactions between the manipulated objects and hands,
every demonstrated human manipulation is recorded from the
subject’s own point of view with a static RGB-D camera. The
top row in Fig. 2 depicts some original images from a sample
Cutting manipulation demonstration.

B. Segmentation and Tracking

The recorded image sequences are first pre-processed by a
real-time, color and depth-based image segmentation method
to uniquely identify and track all objects including hands
in the scene. Since segmentation and tracking approaches
are not in the core of this paper and were comprehensively
described elsewhere [4], we omit details here.

C. Semantic Event Chain (SEC) Extraction

During the segmentation and tracking phase, a foreground
background segmentation is applied to ignore the supporting
surface in the scene. Each consistently segmented image
is then represented by a graph: nodes represent segment
centers and edges indicate whether two segments touch
each other. By employing an exact graph matching method,
the continuous graph sequence is discretized into decisive
main graphs, i.e. “key frames”, each of which represents a
topological change in the scene. All extracted main graphs
form the core skeleton of the SEC, which is a matrix where
rows are spatial relations (e. g. touching) between object
pairs and columns describe the scene configuration when a
new main graph occurs. Possible spatial relations are Not
touching (N), Touching (T), and Absence (A). N means
that there is no edge between two spatially separated object
segments, T represents a touching event between two objects,
and the absence of an object yields A. Fig. 2 depicts the
SEC representation of a sample Cutting demonstration, in
which a hand is first taking a knife, cutting a cucumber
and then withdrawing. For instance, the first row of the
SEC represents the spatial relations between graph nodes
9 and 6 which are the right hand and knife, respectively.
Note that, although the scene involves more objects, the
SEC representation only encodes object pairs that produce at

Fig. 2. SEC representation of a sample Cutting action.
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least one relational change from N to T or vise versa since
all other pairwise relations (e.g. between the left and right
hands) are static and irrelevant. On top of Fig. 2 sample
key frames including original images, respective tracked
segments (colored regions), and corresponding main graphs
are given to illustrate the topological configurations at the
related SEC columns. The concept of SECs, briefly explained
here, was introduced in [1].

D. Model SEC Learning

The main aim of the learning is to generate a vocabulary
of single atomic manipulations like Cutting, Stirring, or
Pushing. Such a vocabulary can then be employed to monitor
the decomposed long manipulation activities.

Fig. 3 illustrates the on-line unsupervised learning frame-
work which is triggered whenever a new manipulation sam-
ple is observed. At start, an individual manipulation is shown
and the first extracted SEC sample is assumed to be the
first “model” and stored in a “library”. We then encode
the manipulation that follows again by a SEC. Next, we
compare it with all existing SEC models in the library. For
this purpose, the framework measures semantic similarities
(δ) between the new SEC sample and the existing models
by employing the method described in [1], which compares
rows and columns of two SECs using sub-string search and
counting algorithms. Computed semantic similarity values
between all existing models and the new sample are stored
in a matrix, called the similarity matrix (ζsim), which is then
converted into a histogram (H) representing the distribution
of similarities. We apply the conventional Otsu’s method [19]
to the normalized histogram to distinguish low from high
similarities. We take the average of the high similarities to
estimate a threshold τ to classify the currently observed SEC
sample against the existing models.

If similarity (δ) is higher than τ , then the new sample will
be assigned to the best fitting (highest similar) model and this
model will be updated with additional rows or columns that
might exist in the new SEC sample [1]. In this way, the model
SECs will only consist of those rows and columns observed
frequently in all type-similar manipulations. If similarity (δ)
is lower than τ , the novel SEC sample will be used as a new
model. In addition, we merge learned SEC models, which
have higher semantic similarities (ϕ) than τ , as they are
likely representing the same manipulation.

E. Manipulation Decomposition

In the decomposition phase, we partition long manipula-
tion activities into chunks. Fig. 4 (a) depicts the extracted
event chain for a sample manipulation sequence, in which

Fig. 3. Overview of the proposed on-line learning framework.

a hand is first replacing a bucket, putting an apple down
and then hiding it with the same bucket. The extracted
long SEC pattern is decomposed by considering the changes
in the spatial interactions between graph nodes, i.e. image
segments. We assume that each manipulation is composed
of three main elements: manipulator, primary and secondary
objects. The manipulator is the main actor, e.g. a hand, which
plays the main role by frequently interacting with objects in
the scene. The primary object is the one which is primarily
touched by the manipulator. The knife can be considered
as the primary object in a cutting action. All other objects
interacting with the primary object are named secondary
objects, e.g. the cucumber to be cut.

There is, however, no object recognition approach so
far involved to identify graph nodes, i.e. segments, in the
extracted event chains. We, therefore, first apply probabilistic
reasoning to identify the naked graph nodes as manipulator,
primary or secondary objects based only on changes in their
spatiotemporal relations in the SECs. We assume that the
SEC representation of a meaningful manipulation must have
at least a row with a sequence of [N,T, · · · , T,N ] spatial
relations between the manipulator and primary object. Such
a row emphasizes the entire dynamics of the manipulation
by indicating that the manipulator is first not touching (N)
the primary object, then touches (T) the primary object to
apply a certain task on it. Depending on the manipulation
type, the temporal length of the touching (T) event can vary.
Finally, the manipulator releases (N) the primary object and
continues with a different primary object. The sequences
of such relational changes between the manipulator and
primary object are then used for the temporal decomposition
of long manipulation sequences. In the next two subsections
we elaborate on the manipulator estimation, following with
the final decomposition process.

Fig. 4. (a) The extracted SEC with colored blocks highlighting a sequence
of [N,T, · · · , T,N ] relations. (b) Computed segment probabilities to
estimate the manipulator. Final probability values are given on the right.
(c) Decomposed SEC fragments with respect to the ground truth. Black
blocks represent null actions. P and S stand for the estimated primary and
secondary objects. (d) Recognized manipulations at each fragment.
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1) Estimating the Manipulator: During the activity, the
manipulator (hand) mainly oscillates between N and T
events and meanwhile produces repetitive touching-relations
T in the SEC. By counting those touching events, the
manipulator can be found by employing Algorithm 1. For
a given segment sk and all rows in the SEC that contain
it, we consider only sequences of [N,T, · · · , T,N ] relations
and the algorithm determines a probability value pk based on
how wide the touching relations T stretch along the temporal
duration of the SEC. The manipulator is finally estimated as
the segment with the highest probability value, i.e. most T ’s
encoded after normalization. For the sake of simplicity, we
consider single-hand manipulations, since the second hand
is mainly used as a supporter.

For instance, the colored blocks shown in the SEC in
Fig. 4 (a) highlight the sequences of [N,T, · · · , T,N ] de-
tected in each row. Fig. 4 (b) links those blocks to the cor-
responding segments in the SEC to indicate which segment
has the longest block, i.e. highest pk probability value. For
example, as the segment number 2 exists only in the first
three rows of the SEC, detected blocks only in these rows
are superimposed and assigned as a probability value to that
segment. On the right side of Fig. 4 (b), final probability
values computed from Algorithm 1 are given. Since the
blocks that linked to the segment number 7 (i.e. the right
hand) cover the widest area in the temporal phase, it is
correctly estimated as the manipulator.

2) Decomposing SECs: The correct estimation of the
manipulator triggers the final decomposition process of a
long event chain. In the decomposition stage, we consider
the detected [N,T, · · · , T,N ] sequences that belong to the
manipulator as cutting points, because any change from N to
T and from T to N defines the natural start and end points
of the manipulation. It is here important to note that we
cannot directly assume each [N,T, · · · , T,N ] sequence as a
fragment due to spurious spatial relations propagated from

Algorithm 1 Computing the probability value pk. The n and
m values are the row and column numbers in the SEC ξ.

for all segment sk in the SEC ξ do
pk = 0 (Initiation!) , δk = [ ] (An empty array!)
for r=1 to n (go through all rows!) do

if sk exists in this row! then
tStart , tEnd = 0 (Initiate time points!)
for c=1 to m− 2 (go through columns! do

if ξ(r, c : c+ 1)= [N,T ] then
tStart = c (Starting time point!)
for f=c+2 to m do

if ξ(r, f)= [N ] then
tEnd = f (Ending time point!)
break

if tEnd > tStart then
δk (tStart,tEnd) = 1
tStart , tEnd = 0

pk = sum(δk)/m (Compute the final probability!)

noisy segmentation and tracking information. Therefore, we
first apply a low pass filter to those rows with the estimated
manipulator and then label each time interval between an
[N,T ] and [T,N ] change as a potential action segment,
i.e. fragment. Each fragment is assigned a confidence value
indicating the rate of the existing touching events. Those
confident action fragments that are encapsulated by others
or share a common temporal zone are merged to converge
to the ultimate partitioning of the manipulation. A predefined
threshold is here introduced to define the lowest confidence
value and minimum common temporal zone for merging
fragments.

In the same example illustrated in Fig. 4 (b), there exist,
for instance, four candidate action fragments which are the
red, blue, green, and gray blocks of the manipulator, i.e.
segment number 7. However, the gray block is merged
with the red one since it is entirely surrounded. Thus, the
remaining three blocks construct the ultimate temporal points
at which the manipulation is cut. Fig. 4 (c) illustrates the final
decomposition results together with the ground truth defined
by a human. Compared to the ground truth, the frame-wise
decomposition accuracy is computed as 96%. Note that, the
end point of each block in Fig. 4 (c) is considered as the
beginning of the next consecutive one.

F. Manipulation Recognition

In the recognition phase, we first distinguish the ma-
nipulated primary and secondary object segments in each
parsed SEC fragment. For instance, in the temporal interval
of the red block (between the second and eighth columns of
the SEC) in Fig. 4 (c), the segment number 2 (the yellow
bucket) is estimated as the primary object since it has most
touching events with the previously detected manipulator,
i.e. segment 7. Next, segments 5 and 8 (the apple and red
bucket) are estimated as secondary objects because they are
the only segments sharing a touching event with the primary
object within the same temporal interval. Fig. 4 (c) shows all
estimated primary and secondary objects in SEC fragments.

By reformulating the manipulations with interactions be-
tween the manipulator, primary, and secondary objects, we
can diagnose the parallel streams of concurrent manipula-
tions because of the fact that each manipulation has to have
a unique secondary object. Detection of multiple secondary
objects indicates either noisy segments, i.e. graph nodes,
in the SEC or existence of parallel atomic manipulations,
e.g. Putting and Pushing, in the demonstration. In this
regard, we apply a brute force combinatorial process which
treats each combination of the manipulator, primary and
secondary objects as a separate manipulation hypothesis. The
crucial rule here is that each hypothesis must consist of the
entire secondary object set. The best hypothesis that has the
highest semantic similarity with the learned SEC models is
then considered as the final recognition result.

For instance, the first parsed SEC fragment, depicted by
the red block in Fig. 4 (c), has two secondary objects
(segment numbers 5 and 8). Fig. 5 illustrates the computed
two hypotheses (shown in different colors) each of which
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Fig. 5. Detection of parallel manipulation streams in a decomposed
SEC fragment that has two secondary objects. M, P, and S stand for the
manipulator, primary, and secondary objects.

has a different object combination, i.e. manipulation stream.
The first hypothesis is composed of two separate (parallel)
manipulation streams, each utilizes one secondary object
as indicated by unique colors, whereas the next hypothesis
employs both secondary objects together as one manipulation
stream. Note that, even though the scene involves many more
objects, the number of hypotheses is remaining small due to
the consideration of only those objects that are sharing touch-
ing events with the primary object. Thus, our approach does
not suffer from combinatorial explosion. Fig. 5 also shows
the final similarity scores of each hypothesis stream when we
compare them with the model SECs in the library. Since the
first hypothesis has much higher average recognition rate, our
proposed approach successfully returns two parallel manip-
ulation streams; Taking Down the yellow bucket (segment 2)
from the red bucket (segment 5) while Uncovering the green
apple (segment 8). Fig. 4 (d) illustrates the final recognized
manipulation types at each decomposed SEC fragment for
the chained manipulation sequence depicted in Fig. 4 (a).

G. Robot Imitation

So far, we have elaborated on the activity perception. We,
now, rather discuss how a recognized manipulation can be
reproduced by a cognitive agent.

As highlighted in section III-C, SECs discretize the con-
tinuous action and extract temporal anchor points, each of
which corresponds to one SEC column. These anchor points
indicate unique and descriptive scene states, i.e. topological
changes in the manipulation. Hence, we consider each tran-
sition from one SEC column to the next as a movement
primitive, such as Approach or Grasp. Fig. 6 pictures a
human demonstrated Putting action sample with the SEC
representation and corresponding movement primitives. Note
that these primitives are symbolic, but, on the other hand,
are fully grounded at the signal level with uniquely tracked
image segments. This forms the main novelty coming with
our proposed framework.

In the imitation phase, we enrich the raw symbolic SEC
primitives with additional object and trajectory information.
Each image segment, classified as manipulator, primary and
secondary objects (see section III-E), is identified with the
method from [20]. We also encode the trajectory pattern
of the manipulator with the modified Dynamic Movement
Primitives (DMPs, [21]) and attach it to the respective

Fig. 6. Robot execution of a human demonstrated Putting action.

primitive in the SEC. Fig. 6 shows detected primary and
secondary objects together with the trajectory segment of the
manipulator during the Put primitive (shown in gray box).

Once the SEC representation is augmented with action
descriptive object and trajectory parameters, we employ the
state machine introduced in [5] which allows the robot to
transit from one primitive the next by applying the embedded
trajectory pattern to any given object. Bottom row in Fig. 6
depicts the robot execution of the recognized Putting action
even with novel objects in a new scene context. Conse-
quently, the semantic action descriptive features obtained
with our proposed framework give rise to the reproduction
of the action with robots.

IV. RESULTS

To quantitatively evaluate the proposed framework, we
created a large dataset with eight different atomic manip-
ulation actions: Hiding, Pushing, Putting, Stirring, Cutting,
Chopping, Taking, and Uncovering. Fig. 7 shows a sample
frame for each manipulation type. We recorded 15 different
versions for each of these manipulations with 5 different
subjects who demonstrated each manipulation 3 times using
in total 30 different objects in various scene contexts. The
supplementary videos show sample demonstrations that high-
light variations in trajectory, velocity, object type and pose.

Fig. 7. Sample frames from eight different single manipulations.
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Fig. 8. Total number of learned models after 100 independent trials. (a)
Learned 29 SEC models with corresponding number of trained samples.
(b) Development of τ during the observation. Red bars depict the non-zero
standard error of the mean.

All 120 demonstrations were recorded with the Microsoft
Kinect sensor as it provides accurate depth information. To
the best of the authors knowledge, this is the largest dataset
[22] that only investigates egocentric manipulation activities.
Note that unique background color does not play any role
as the supporting surface in the scene is removed in the
preprocessing step. Using distinct object colors is only for
improvement of the segmentation and tracking accuracies
which are not in the core of our paper.

A. Model Learning

In the first stage, we want to create a vocabulary of atomic
manipulations by learning a model SEC for each manipu-
lation type. For this, we applied our on-line unsupervised
learning framework to 120 manipulation demonstrations that
were presented in a random order. To investigate the ro-
bustness of the framework, we repeated the same learning
experiment 100 times independently from each other and
computed differences between the incrementally learned SEC
models. In each trial, the framework produced minimally
21 and maximally 23 various models. However, when we
compared all these models extracted in 100 trials, we saw
only 29 different ones. Fig. 8 (a) depicts the distribution of all
29 learned models with corresponding number of observation
samples employed for updating each. The green dashed line
indicates the expected sample numbers as the ground truth.
Although the framework learns in total 29 models, only 7 of
them, those in the gray box, contain more than 10 samples

and the rest hold at most 2 samples.
We can consequently state that the learning approach

always converged to the same 7 models given 8 manipulation
types. The reason is that our framework retrieved one single
SEC model by naturally merging both Cutting and Chop-
ping manipulation samples due to measuring high semantic
similarity between each type. This is because both manip-
ulations have the same fundamental action primitives, i.e.
similar columns in the event chains, and the only differences
are mostly in the followed trajectories and velocity of the
movements which are not captured by SECs. The learning
framework also generated additional models outside the gray
box because some demonstrated samples have enormous
variations or noise that led to a similarity lower than τ with
any other models. In Fig. 8 (b), we can see the average
behavior of τ after 100 independent learning trials. It was
initiated with 100 and after updating at each observation of a
new SEC sample it always converged to approximately 72%.
Fig. 8 consequently suggests that without using any human
intervention the proposed learning framework can automati-
cally and robustly retrieve the demonstrated 8 manipulation
types two of which are naturally merged.

B. Decomposition and Recognition

We additionally provided 20 long and complex manipula-
tion activities, such as “making a sandwich” or “preparing a
breakfast” as shown in Fig. 9. These chained sequences have
in total 103 different versions of the trained 8 single atomic
manipulations together with some novel tasks, e.g. Pouring.
All these chained manipulations were performed in different
orders, either sequentially or parallelly, with novel objects
in various scene contexts to make the decomposition and
recognition steps more challenging. As Fig. 9 indicates such
long activities also include flickering noisy segment labels
due to occlusion, e.g. segment number 3 (representing the
spoon) in the fourth row switches to segment 13 as the hand
passes over in the seventh frame.

To bootstrap the decomposition process, we first searched
for the main manipulator in each scenario. We acquired
100% correct manipulator estimation rate in all 20 chained
sequences. After applying the proposed decomposition

Fig. 9. Sample frames with tracked segments and graphs extracted from two different chained manipulation activities. On the top and bottom frames
subjects are performing complex tasks such as “making a sandwich” and “preparing a breakfast”.
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method, we computed the frame-wise accuracy by comparing
our decomposition results with the human defined ground
truth. Fig. 10 displays the final decomposition rates for each
chained sequence. The mean decomposition accuracy over
all 20 sequences was computed as 91%.

Next, we evaluated the recognition rates of the sequential
and parallel manipulation streams detected in the chained
sequences. We compared each parsed manipulation with the
learned 7 SEC models. In the case of measuring higher
semantic similarity than τ , which was learned as 72%, with
any known models, the parsed manipulation was assigned
with the label of the respective highest similar model. If
the similarity values with all known models were always
less than τ , then the parsed manipulation was treated as
Unknonwn. Fig. 11 (a) shows the confusion matrix depicting
the recognition accuracies of all 103 manipulation streams,
detected in the 20 chained sequences, with respect to the
learned 7 SEC models. We obtained minimum 82% accurate
classification rate which is for the Taking manipulation and
maximum 10% misclassification rate as observed only for
the Pushing manipulation. Cutting and Chopping samples
were mainly classified under the same manipulation model
due to the reason clarified above. It is also interesting to
note that the novel Pouring manipulations demonstrated in
the chained sequences were never confused with any of the
known SEC models because of having a distinct semantics
and, thus, were always classified as Unknown. We obtained
an average recognition accuracy of 92%.

As stated in section III-F, we can also estimate the
primary and secondary objects utilized in each perceived
manipulation without employing any visual feature-based
object recognition method. Fig. 11 (b) displays the estimated
primary object types that were frequently manipulated in
the detected manipulations. For instance, Spoon was the
only object type primarily employed in the detected Stirring
manipulations, whereas Knife and Cleaver were heavily
preferred in the Cutting and Chopping tasks. Note that object
labels are here given by a human for the sake of simplicity.
Results here consequently show that our framework can
highlight the direct link between actions and objects by using
the encoded semantics in the event chains. Note that the
usage rates of the likewise estimated secondary objects are
not shown due to the lack of space.

Fig. 12 illustrates the final decomposition and recognition
results of all chained sequences together with the human
labeled ground truth. This side-by-side comparison strongly
indicates the success of the perception of the parallel ma-

Fig. 10. Manipulation decomposition accuracies.

Fig. 11. Confusion matrix showing (a) the recognition accuracies of the
manipulation types detected in the 20 chained sequences and (b) the usage
rate of different primary objects in the recognized manipulation types.

nipulations. Note that the lengths of chained sequences are
normalized for the sake of clarity in the display.

C. Robot Imitation

In the imitation phase, we address how the robot executes
a new scenario, e.g. “preparing a salad”, by considering
the augmented SEC models. Our robotic platform involves a
single KUKA Light Weight Robot (LWR) arm equiped with
a Schunk gripper for object manipulation and a Kinect sensor
for the scene perception. In the detection of object relations,
not only vision but we also employ the force feedback
to decide whether the expected state (i.e. SEC column)
is achieved. Beside the 7 atomic manipulations learned
in section IV-A, we also added two more action classes
Unloading and Pouring required for the salad preparation.
Fig. 13 pictures sample frames from a robot execution of
the chained action sequence “preparing a salad”.

We here note that with the aid of our semantic reasoning
framework, the robot now employs the same semantic struc-
ture, i.e. SECs, for both action perception and execution.
Furthermore, the symbolic primitives derived form SECs are
well grounded with continuous image segments and allow
robots to replace manipulated objects in the execution phase.

Fig. 12. Automatic decomposition and recognition results of the 20
chained manipulation sequences versus human labeled ground truth. The
action fragments are color coded. Black frames indicate the border of each
manipulation stream.
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Fig. 13. Robot execution of a chained action sequence “preparing a salad”.

V. CONCLUSION

Our novel semantic reasoning approach differs from ex-
isting approaches [23], [16], [11] in the sense of detecting
parallel (overlapping) manipulation streams and extracting
object roles in an unsupervised fashion. Generative or dis-
criminative model-based probabilistic approaches [15], [9],
[23], [10], however, cannot assign multiple labels to detected
parallel manipulation streams. Compared to the recent work
in [24] where each learned action is coupled with visual
object features, our approach is also independent from the
manipulated object type, hence, can prevent any combi-
natorial explosion during the recognition. This is a very
strong contribution as the semantic information encoded in
SECs is invariant to trajectory, velocity, object type and pose
variations in the manipulations.

In contrast to the other state of the art action recognition
approaches, SECs also provide movement primitives, i.e.
temporal anchor points, which largely ease the task of
action execution with robots. With our semantic reasoning
approach, we can acquire symbolic movement primitives
from continuous signals and let robots imitate the observed
primitives even with altered objects.

As we are interested in only egocentric manipulations,
actions including whole body movements (e.g. jumping) or
deformable objects (e.g. turntable) were not in the scope
of this paper. Our high-level reasoning approach can be
affected by segment discontinuity which can happen during
the segmentation and tracking. To minimize such problems,
we feed our framework with accurate RGB-D data streams.
Hence, excluding the depth component in the image streams
could harm our approach.
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